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An enemy who won't be stopped, a legacy that can't remain hidden.An enemy who won't be stopped, a legacy that can't remain hidden.

The Carlswick Affair (Book #1)The Carlswick Affair (Book #1)

When 18 year old student Stephanie Cooper investigates the mysterious circumstances surrounding her great aunt’s

death, she discovers a painting thought stolen by the Nazis and destroyed during WWII, hanging in the home of

James Knox, guitarist with indie band, The Fury. Now, as Stephanie gathers proof to unmask a thief and possible

killer, she discovers that someone does not want her to uncover the secrets of her family’s past and that someone

may kill to stop her.
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When university student Stephanie Cooper discovers boyfriend James Knox in the arms of another woman, she

throws herself into solving the mystery of an ancient treasure map that she discovers hidden in Carlswick. Now

Stephanie and her friends find themselves in a dangerous race with an adversary who will stop at nothing, to

uncover the elusive treasure.

The Carlswick Conspiracy (Book #3)The Carlswick Conspiracy (Book #3)

When amateur detective Stephanie Cooper joins rock guitarist boyfriend James Knox in New York for the final week

of his band’s tour, she finds that The Fury’s new found popularity has attracted unwanted attention. Now, she tries to

stay one step ahead of a faceless blackmailer as she traces the final legacy of war time Nazi art liberator Karl

Hoffman, but as events spiral of control Stephanie and James are forced into a fight for their lives.
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